Regional Response Team
Middle East and North Africa

As a worldwide leader in well control and engineering services, Wild Well provides emergency response coverage when and where it is needed most, which is why our presence in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) remains strong.

From our renowned well control operations to our world-class team-based training, Wild Well prioritizes the MENA region with the presence of key personnel and emergency response equipment to provide region-specific expertise that includes:

- Pressure control and well control
- Relief well planning and execution services
- Cryogenic freeze
- Valve drilling
- Hot tapping
- Multi-string hot tapping
- Well integrity
- Underwater well intervention

In addition, Wild Well’s full staff of skilled engineers are available for critical operations planning and response to optimize operations and deliver CapEx and OpEx savings through the use of solutions such as:

- Emergency response planning, drills, and exercises
- Well modeling
- Multiphase flow analysis
- Atmospheric dispersion and radiant heat analysis
- Erosion analysis
- Flow assurance and heat transfer analysis
- Well control training

Wild Well has played a critical role in the oilfields of the Middle East since the 1980s and continues to reinforce in the entire MENA region with personnel, equipment, and more than 40 years of well control expertise.

For more information on how Wild Well can benefit your operations, contact our regional support team.

Regional Office
API Trio Towers
Sheik Zayed Road
Dubai UAE
T: +971 4 395 8859
F: +971 4 392 7472
**Regional Equipment**

**EMERGENCY RESPONSE**
- 4000 GPM fire pumps
- 20 ft quick response container
- Well control toolbox
- Offshore firefighting manifolds
- Athey wagons

**SPECIAL SERVICES**
- Freeze - Flex Wrap, Coil Line, and Aluminum Canister
- Hot tap
- Valve drill

**Regional Team**

**Corey Hoffman**
Managing Director
Middle East & North Africa
CHoffman@wildwell.com

**Andre Abbassi**
Director, International Business Development
Middle East & North Africa
AAbbassi@wildwell.com

**James Tuppen**
Manager, International Well Control Operations
JTuppen@wildwell.com

**Mark Masoner**
Manager, Special Services
Middle East & North Africa
MMasoner@wildwell.com

**Ali Al-Hashem**
Director, Sales
Saudi Arabia
AAl-Hashem@wildwell.com

**Dalia Tawfeek**
Manager, Business Development
Egypt
DTawfeek@wildwell.com